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F ¤r~ W . ULTIMATE FRISBEE
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PLAYING FIELD
The playing field may have any surface whatsoever,

including grass, asphalt, sand, snow or the wood of a
gymnasium floor. The two goal lines must be parallel
and should be somewhere between QD and Bl] yards
apart, depending upon the number of players. The
Ultimate Frisbee field has no lateral boundaries; how
ever, it is best to choose a field with natural boundaries
created by a hill, a river or a wall.

OFFICIALS
A referee ur referees may_ officiate, and if so their

decision must be final, If no referee is available the two
teams play on an honor system, settling disputes by
flipping a coin or by sume other such method.

OBJECT
The object of the game is to gain points by scoring

goals, The team with the most points at the end of the
game, which may last for any time period agreed upon
by the two teams - SU minutes is standard — is declared
the winner, lf the score is even at thinned ofthespecified
playing time the contest is a draw, unless both teams
agree to extend the playing time. An alternate method is



an play until une team reaches a specified score. The
game Alison ends when une team concedes defeat tan the
nether,
A gal is soared when a player un the field

successfully passes the Frisbee tu another player un the
same team standing un the apposite side of the gal line
which that team is currently attacking.

THRO W-O Fr
Play begins with the Thruw-ufl. The captains n/f the

two teams determine, by the flip ul a cumin which team
will elect tan thrown ur receive; the nether team chances
which goal they will defend at the start. All players must
stand un their can goal line until the Frisbee is released.
Une player, designated by the captain of the team which
is throwing n/f, throws the Frisbee toward the opposite
end of the field. As soon as he releases the Frisbee all
players may leave their positions un the goal lines. No
player on the team throwing may handle the Frisbee
until it has been touched by a member of the receiving
team. That latter team now may do une of two things
with the Frisbee which is flying toward them: a) catch
it, or b) allow it to fall tan the ground without touching
it. If a member of the receiving team successfully catches
the Frisbee thrown, that player has possession of the
Frisbee where it is caught, and if it is allowed to fall
untouched to the ground the receiving team has
possession where it lands and stops. lf any member of
the receiving team unsuccessfully attempts to catch the
Frisbee thrown off and drops the Frisbee, or if the
Frisbee comes in contact with any part of the body nr
clothing of any player on the receiving team and then
falls to the ground, the team having thrown gains
possession of the Frisbee where it lands and stops.* Play
continues immediately upon either team establishing
possession of the Frisbee after the Threw·off.

THE PLAY
The team which has possession of the Frisbee must

attempt to move the Frisbee downfield into position so
that they may score a goal by passing the Frisbee over

is me Frisbee which vans re me possession ar me mowing
resin as soigné in me rest ease above comes re rest in me ena
zone, me mowing resin most errno it into prey er me goal nine,

the goal line. The Frisbee may be moved ii only one
way: it must be thrown. No player may walk, run or
take any steps while in possession of the Frisbee during
playing time or he shall immediately lose possession of
the Frisbee to the opposite team. A player may propel
the Frisbee in any way he wishes, using one or both
bands. If the Frisbee touches the ground, a tree, a wall
or any object other than the body or clothing of a
player, the Frisbee falls to the possession of that team
which did not last have possession. lf the Frisbee touches
the body ur clothing of the referee he may decide which
team has possession. Any time the Frisbee falls to the
general possession of one of the two teams and is not
under the control of any particular player, the captain uf
the team possessing the Frisbee may designate any
member of his team, including himself, to take
possession. The Frisbee may never be handed from
player to player. Len order for the Frisbee to go from the
possession uf one player to that of another the Frisbee
must be at some time free in the air and touching no
solid object. Likewise, the Frisbee may not be wrenched
from the grasp uf an opposing player, or knocked from
his hand.

Members of the team which is not in poxession of the
Frisbee may gain possession in any of three ways: a) a
player may catch the Frisbee thrown by a member of
the opposite team and gain possession immediately
where he catches it; b) a player may strike the Frisbee
while in flight with his hand or any part of his body
causing it to fall to the ground, gaining possession where
the Frisbee falls and stops; or c) a team gains possession
of the Frisbee where it falls and stops whenever a
member of the opposing team throws the Frisbee and it
is not successfully caught by another member of the
throwing team, unless a player on the team not in
possession unsuccessfully attempts to catch the Frisbee.
lf a member of the team not in possession attempts to
catch the Frisbee in flight and, in failing, touches the
Frisbee with any part¤'l his body or clothing, the Frisbee
continues in the possession of the team which threw the
Frisbee, where it falls and stops. Cases where there is a
dispute as to whether a player tried to catch the Frisbee
and missed or merely blocked a shot, never intending to
catch, must be decided by the referee or in the absence
of a referee on the honor system.

While no player may run with the Frisbee, the player
in possession may pivot on either foot, as in basketball.



GROUND RULES
Alison as in basketball, an sin ie iavzr nn the u sin . , . team may ,,guard,, a pixel is Pgmssinn n/f mg lgishag Beefier the upnmng Thruw-uzgba autism oh tan4 tgsjand attempt tan blank his throw (although he may nn; ̀ ams may agree nn my B ilflna ran ms
aUlgqsknack the Frisbee nut n/f the uppunenfs hand). The newer In want mes: hu E? n/f Qm ns EB tut Eqzguarding player may nut much the Judy nr clothing n/f physical mndmuns nh mr p Amy IE ̀
the player wham he is guarding, nur may he grains the
; Frisbee until it has left the hand ui the man attempting l A to throw, but if he does do so the player throwing may l
take his throw again from the same spot.

_ While the CHS Varsity Frisbee squad, developers of»~
Ultimate Frisbee, recommend 7 players as the optimum

_ l number fur each team, this spurt can be played with as
20 nr 3U f

l many as or each team, if a large enough field is Any time possession of the Frisbee changes from one ̀  available, Naturally, the skills needed in the game will team to the other and in the course of doing so

crosses ~ diminish as the group gets too large. either goal line, the team gaining possession may choose ;
to begin play at the goal line and may carry the Frisbee \  g  `  V
up ro re praying held proper.

SCORING
Play continues until a goal is scored. As soon as a goal

is scored the team having scored the goal throws off to
the other team on the signal of the referee or the captain fthe receiving team. Each time a goal is scored the
teams switch the direction of their attack and defend the
goal which they have just finished attacking. A team is
awarded one point for each goal legally scored, and there
is no other way to gain points.

FO ULS

No player may strike the body au any other player in
an attempt to gain possession or block a shot or a catch
. Players must expect a certain amount of body contact
when two or more jump up for a high throw. Any time a
player commits foul by striking the body uf another l
payer with any part of his body the team of the player
who is fouled has the option of stopping play and taking obsession fpath Frisbee where it was at the moment
when the foul occurred. Fouls are judged by the referee
or on the honor system.

Aside from fouls, play may only be stopped by the
referee or by agreement of the captains of the two
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ONE—HAND ULTJMATE
As proficiency with Ultimate Frisbee increases, a

"one-hand only" form of the game can be tried. Len this
variation the Frisbee may be caught cleanly in one hand
only. lf two hands are used or if the player's body is
employed to "trap" the Frisbee in any way, possession
of the Frisbee is forfeit to the opposing team. The
restriction applies to both teams, but a defending player
may still use both hands or any part of his body to
knock down the l-nsbee in flight.


